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Feelings can have many
different colors.



I can color my
feelings. 

 
My heart is
where my

feelings live.



I can put feelings
into shapes.



Feelings can be
light, which feels

really good!

Feelings can be
heavy, which doesn't

feel so good!
AND



They help me
to know I

need to find
my happy

feelings again.

Feelings are my friends!

Even my heavy
feelings are my

friends.

Feelings never end......



Right now I feel __________________________.     It looks like this:



It is my job to listen, see,
smell, taste and feel if my
feelings are heavy so I can

understand them.
 

Heavy feelings come when I
need love and attention. 

 
Heavy feelings come when I

am scared and don't feel safe. 



Sometimes my heavy feelings
get very big and strong, so that I

will pay attention to them.
 

When that happens I can do
something good with them

because I am in charge of my
feelings. 

 
There are many things I can do

to help my heavy feelings. 



I can color them out.



If my angry
feelings

came out
of my heart

and onto
this paper
they would
look like 



If my sad
feelings

came out
of my heart

and onto
this paper
they would
look like 



If my scared
feelings

came out of
my heart
and onto
this paper
they would
look like 



Sometimes we
carry other

peoples feelings
in our heart. If

everybody's
anger, that I

carry, came out
of my heart it

would look like
this.



I can ask for
help, by praying
to my Heavenly

Father
or

by talking to
someone about

my feelings.



I can use my
words to clear
heavy feelings

out of my
heart and

send them to
be absorbed

by the
Son/sun and
replaced with

light happy
feelings. 

I release my heavy
feelings of __________
and I toss it to the

Son/sun to be made
into positive feelings

of _________



When I clear my heavy
feelings a special gift is
always given to help me

remember my happy
feelings 

This is a picture of my gift.
My gift will help me feel
loved. I can think of my
gift whenever I want to. 



For more ideas and ways to help children
become resilient and work through their

feelings contact me at my website:
https://couragetoemergetriumphant.com/

 
Love Always, Kim
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